Wolves
in the Netherlands

WOLF SI GH T IN GS
If wolves have a territory, they will mark it by leaving scat
in a prominent place and by howling now and then. Finding
scat or hearing wolves howling is therefore the easiest way
to determine their presence. You need a lot of luck to spot
wolves since they are shy and especially active at night.
The wolf is the ancestor of all dog breeds. Some dogs very
much look like wolves. Dogs have inherited their intelligence
and social skills. The association Wolven in Nederland (Wolves
in the Netherlands) gathers all wolf sightings in the Netherlands. Please report sightings via www.wolveninnederland.nl.

W H AT T H AT ME A N S TO YO U
Wolf scat

Footprints/tracks
• Regularly shaped, long footprints with sharp nails
• Forelegs (large), 3 – 4 inches long, 2.7 – 3.5 inches wide
• Hind legs (smaller), 2.7 – 3.5 inches long, 2.5 – 3 inches wide
• Typical way of walking is an even gait

R E COG N I SING A WO LF
The track is very straight with very few swerves.

European wolf

Characteristics of the European wolf
• beige to reddish-brown fur with a greyish back
• low contrast, dark saddle-shaped pattern on the back
• long legs with large footprints
• straight and bushy tail with a black tip
• a broad head with a light-coloured area around the muzzle
• upright, rounded and wide-set ears with woolly hair on
the inside
Faeces
• Wolves often leave their scat in the middle of a path. It often
contains hair and pieces of bone and is about 1 – 1.6 inches
thick and over 8 inches long.

Perfect step: the wolf places its hind leg in the footprint of the foreleg

WORKING TOGETHER FOR
L IV ING WITH WOLV ES
Wolven in Nederland was founded to collect and monitor sightings and to teach people to live with the wolf again.
Wolven in Nederland is a partnership of organisations that are
committed to a conflict-free coexistence of wolves and people.
Wolven in Nederland works closely together with wolf agencies
and specialists in Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands.
Want to learn more? Visit our website wolveninnederland.nl (only
available in Dutch).

Wolf territory

The number of wolves has increased again since 1982 when
the wolf was listed as a protected species.

HAMB URG

Wolf populations from Russia, Poland, Spain and Italy are spreading over western Europe. Since the end of the eighties, they
have been back in the French Alps and since 2000 in the east of
Germany. Their numbers are growing, and wolf packs are staying
closer and closer to the Netherlands. In north-west Germany
there are several territories close to the border and wolves also
live in north-eastern France again. More and more wolves are
seen in the Netherlands and Belgium. Since 2018, Belgium has
had its own pair of wolves in a military training area near Leopoldsburg and later that year the Netherlands had one as well on
the Veluwe, a forest-rich ridge of hills with a diverse landscape.
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Distribution of wolf packs and wolf territories in our neighbouring countries in 2018
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WOLF B AC K IN T H E NET H E RLANDS
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WOLV ES LI V E I N PAC KS

For a long time, wolves were hunted to near extinction, causing them to disappear from large parts of Europe. Now, the
wolf returns to the areas they once inhabited. They belong
to our nature where there is plenty of food like roe deer and
wild boar. Wolves can live with us, perhaps we are the ones
that need to learn to live with them again.

Wolves usually live in packs, which consist of a breeding
pair and their pups. So, a pack is actually a family of wolves.
Wolves hunt, eat, sleep and play together, but they also often
go out on their own. At an average age of two years wolves
become sexually mature and leave the pack to look for a
partner and their own habitat. Wolves can then travel long
distances.

Wolves not only live in vast nature reserves, but also in the
European cultural landscape, which is often a mix of fields,
meadows, forests and nature reserves. Their prey animals also
live there. In the Netherlands, most nature reserves are too small
for a complete wolf territory. Just like in Germany, wolves in the
Netherlands will therefore partly settle in the cultural landscape.

Only a limited number of wolves can live in the same area.
Each pack defends its territory against other wolves. A territory in Central Europe is usually 75 to 115 square miles, but
sometimes territories of only 20 square miles can be found
in very food-rich areas. Each pack usually consists of five to
ten animals.

Wolves usually live in packs

WO L F D I ET COMPOS IT ION

S P OT T I N G WO LVE S
Walkers, cyclists, runners and riders will only rarely spot
wolves. The wolves notice people early and they usually
flee or hide.

Wild boar
(18%)

Whoever walks or cycles in the habitat of a pack of wolves
has little chance of encountering a wolf. Even tracks of wolves
are not easy to find. But wandering wolves in search of a new
habitat can pop up anywhere, even in cities or on the side of
the road.

Roe deer
(53%)

Not every wolf that is spotted is actually a wolf. Many reports
turn out to be stray dogs. If you do spot one, stay calm and
give the wolf a chance to back off and flee. Remember that
spotting wolves in the wild is unique. Dog owners should keep
their dogs on a leash in wolf areas because territorial wolves
can react aggressively to dogs.

Red deer
(15%)

Fallow deer (6%)
Schaap (1%)

Hare & rabbits (4%)
Overig (3%)

P ROT E C T I ON O F LIVE STO C K
The wolf’s diet in Germany consists mainly of roe deer, wild boar and deer

As mentioned before, wolves especially prey on ungulates
such as roe deer and wild boar. But in principle they make
no distinction between wild animals and domestic animals
such as sheep and goats. That is why measures are needed to
protect particularly sheep against attacks by wolves. Herds
of horses and cattle are less threatened because of their size
and defensive posture.

will simply move on. More and more wolves are visiting the
Netherlands and the first animals have settled down. Locally
there seems to be enough serenity and game. Information
about the current situation in the Netherlands is available on
the website www.wolveninnederland.nl.

LI V I NG WI TH WOLV ES ?
The return of the wolf evokes many emotions, both positive and negative ones. Experiences in Germany, Poland and
other European countries indicate that cultivated landscapes
are also suitable for wolves and that conflicts with people
are rare. Wolves thrive in different landscapes and do not
need ‘wilderness’ to live in. Good protection of sheep and
livestock is a must.
The arrival of the wolf requires a clear strategy for wolves
exhibiting problematic behaviour, such as permanently hunting
livestock —despite protective measures— or acting unnaturally
towards people. Although they have a strictly protected status,
the removal of such problem wolves is sometimes possible in
order to guarantee peaceful coexistence with people. Yet, this
is only a solution of the last resort. There is no reason to fear
that the coexistence of wolves and people is more difficult in
the Netherlands than in other European countries. It is rather
the other way around: a wolf will have more difficulty in the
crowded Netherlands finding a suitable place to raise its pups
and not ending up as a road victim.

Electric fencing and livestock guardian dogs together are the best form
of prevention

Effective protection requires a good fence that is closed on all
sides and has no openings underneath. The use of specially
bred and trained livestock guardian dogs also helps against
predation. Donkeys or llamas are also used to protect flocks
of sheep but are much less effective. In case wolves cause
damage to livestock, the Fauna Fund compensates for the
damage. For more information and conditions, please visit:
www.bij12.nl/onderwerpen/faunazaken/faunaschade-informatie-per-diersoort/wolf/.

B I G G A ME H UN T E RS
Wolves that have established themselves mainly hunt large
wild ungulates, such as roe deer, fallow deer, red deer and
wild boar. Wolves have an important role as predators in
nature. For example, wolves kill a wild ungulate every few
days. The remains are left behind in nature and form a source
of food for scavengers, such as carrion beetles, ravens and
white-tailed eagles.

Wolves thrive in different landscapes

Wolves mainly hunt animals that are easy to catch, such as inexperienced young animals and old or weak game. Animals that
are healthy and able to react quickly are less likely to be killed.
It is harder to predict where and when to find prey because the
presence of wolves keeps them moving. This affects the area
where the prey lives. In places where grazers are less present,
natural forest regeneration is more likely. Time will tell exactly
what the effects will be in the Netherlands.

IS THERE A FUTURE FOR
WOLVES IN THE NETHERLANDS?
Various factors pose a threat to wolves:
• Fragmentation of suitable habitat by roads and railways
• Traffic, the number one cause of death in Germany
• Poaching
• Diseases such as mange and the parvovirus
• Hybridisation with dogs

Wolves can perfectly live in areas where deer and boar are also
hunted. In Germany it appears that the number of prey hunters
catch does not decrease when wolves are present. It does make
hunting more difficult, if only because prey animals become more
vigilant when wolves are around. Hunters and foresters in wolf
areas must, however, include the proportion of game eaten by
wolves in their management plans.

WOLV ES IN NEIGHBOURING
COUNTRIES

Wolves kill a wild ungulate every few days

An adult wolf eats about 3,100 pounds of prey per year and a
pup about 1,550 pounds. Thousands of wolf scat have been
analysed in a German study. This shows that the prey of wolves
in Germany consist of 53% deer, 15% young red deer and 18%
young wild boar. Sheep are little eaten in Germany, about
one sheep per wolf per year (1%). They also hunt hares and
rabbits (4%) and fallow deer (6%). In autumn they also eat
fruit. Birds are only a very small part of their diet. Wolves are
opportunistic: if a suitable species of prey presents itself, they
are happy to make use of it.

For the first time in 150 years, a Polish wolf couple had pups on
a military training area in the east of Germany in 2000. These
newcomers from Poland, along with wolves born in Germany,
caused the population to grow in the following years. Wolf
families were created from the Polish border to Bremen and
even to Denmark. Since then, hundreds of young wolves have
been born and have left the territory of their parents. They are
the driving force behind the ever-increasing expansion, also
to the Netherlands. Information about the current situation in
Germany is available on the website www.dbb-wolf.de.
The young wandering wolves will decide for themselves whether
the Netherlands is also suitable for them. They come on their
own. If the Netherlands does not satisfy them, the young wolves

Wandering young wolf in search of its own habitat

Since 2017, wolves have been present in the Netherlands
almost continuously. They are roaming young wolves in
search of a habitat and a partner. The first wolves settled in
the Veluwe region in the summer of 2018. Despite the above
threats, wolves seem to be able to survive in the Netherlands
for a long time.

